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Introduction. Let K be a partition of n, K1 • (K 1, ••• ,Km), Kl~···~ Km.:'._ 0, 
EKi • n. We identify partitions (K 1, .•• ,Km) and (K 1, .•• ,Km 1 0, ..• ,0). One 
d~es a partial order on the set of all partitions as follows 
f I 
( 1. l) (K1····•Km) > (K1·····Km) 
-
r 
l: K, < 
i•l l. 
r • l, ... , tn 
lhua for example (2,2, I) > {3,2). If K > K' we say that K specializes to K' or 
that K is more general than K 1 • The reverse order has been called the demi nance 
order. It occurs naturally in several seemingly rather unrelated parts of pure 
and applied matheaatic1. Some of these occurrences can be labelled hy the words 
and phrases 
(i) Snapper conjecture (on the representations of symmetric groups) 
(ii) Gale Ryser theorem (on existence of (0,1)-matrices) 
(iii) Muirheads inequality (a symmetric mean inequality) 
(iv) Gerstenhaber-Hesaelink theorem (on orbit closure properties of SLn 
acting on nilpotent matrices) 
(v) Kronecker indices (on the orbit closure, or degeneration, properties 
of linear control systems acted on by the socalled feedback group) 
(vi) Double stochastic matrices (when is a partition "an average" of another 
partition) 
• (vii) Shatz's theorem (on degeneration of vectorbundles (over the Riemann 
sphere)) 
These will be described in more detail in section 2 below. 
In addition the same ordening plays a considerable role in the0retical chemis-
try in the theory of chiral molecules, i.e. molecules that are optically active 
( 11, 16)~8]. 
Certain of these manifestations of this specialization order are known tr• be 
intimatedly related. Thus (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi) ar-e very m:.i~r. related (2, 13] 
and so are (v) and (vii) [15). This talk is a report of work d(·r.e ;ointl:; with 
Clyde Martin of Case Western Reserve Univ, which show~ that al; thtsc manisfesta-
tions of this order are intimately related and that their u•m:r.co:-: r· ... P.tin~ gn ... :ncl, 
sv to speak, aee11111 to be tt.e ordering defined by clusurc relat i'-r:> ,,! tht· Srhubert-
Cells (with respect to a standard basis) :if a Cra~smann m.1nif>'ld. l .~. a Schubert-
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.::ell SCO) is more g,;nernl than SC().'); in symbols: SC(/,_)> SC()..'), iff 
5CITT :l SCP.'). This order in turn is much related to the Bernstein-Gelfand-
Gelfand ordening on the Weyl group Sn. It is in fact the quotient ordering induced 
by the canoni~Hl map of the manifold of all flags in lRn+m to the Grassmann mani-
fold of n-p]anes in (n+m)-space. Full details will appear elsewhere [8]. 
2. SEVERAL MANIFESTATIONS OF n!E SPECIALIZATION ORDER 
2. !. The Snapper conjecture. Let K • (t<1 , •• .,Km) be a partition 
be the corresponding Young subgroup S • S x .•• x S , where S is 
K K I Km Ki 
of n. Let S 
seen as the. 
subgroup of Sn actin~ on the letters K1+ .•• + Ki-I + I, ••• , Kl + ••• + Ki. (If Km~J 0 
the factor SK is del~ted). Take the trivial representation of SK and induce this up 
m 
to Sn. Let C(K) denute the resulting representation. It is of dimension n!/t< 1: ••• Km! 
and it can be easily described as follows. Take m symbols a 1, am and consider 
all associative (Lut noncommutative)words El ••• En of length n in the symbols 
a 1, •.• ,am such that ai occurs precisely Y.i times. Let W(K 1, ... ,Km) • W(·c) denote 
this fiet. Ti.en Sn acts on W(K) by o(c 1 ••• En)• Eo(l)e:a( 2 ) ••• e:o(n)" L~t V(K) be 
the vectorspa~e wit~ the elements of W(K) as basis vectors. Extending the action of 
Sn linearly this gives a representation of Sn and this is the representation p(K). 
Now the irreducible representations of Sn are also labelled by partitions. Let 
[K4 be the irreducible representation belonging to the partition K. Snapper [21} 
proved that [<] occurs in p(K') only if K < t<' and conjectured the reverse impli-
cation. Liebler and Vitale [14] proved that K < K' _.,. p(K) is a direct summand of 
p(K') which ~f course implies that K < K' • [t<] occurs in p(t<'). Another proof of 
this implication (via a different generalization) was given by Lano [13]. 
2.2. The Gale-Ryser theorem ([5, 19)). Letµ and v be two parr.itions of n. • 
'Then there is a matrix consisting of zero's and one's whose columns sum to \.l and 
wh..:ise r•11o1s s'..lm to ·' iif v > u*. Here u* is the dual partition ofµ defined by 
u! • " [ j ii.. > i}. ( tf S is a set then % S stands for the number of elements in 
l "'J-
t.hat set~ For example (2,2,1)* • (3,2). 
2. 3. D"ublv stochastic matrices. A matrix M • .(mij) is called doubly stochastic 
if m .. > 0 for all i,j and if all the columns and all the rows add up to I. Letµ 
lj -
a11d ,, be two pdrt it ions of n. One says that µ is an average of \J if there is 11 
d0ub ly stoch.iotic n •. urix M such that :.. • M\J. Then there is the theorem that µ is an 
average o! ~ iff ~ > v fin the specialization order). 
;.~. Huirhead's in~quality. One of the best-known inequalities is (x 1 ••• xn) l/n~ 
_, 
n '(x 1+ •• ,+xn~' A iar-reachin~ generalization due to Muirhead (22) goes as follows. 
Giv~n a vc~t.:>r p = '.p 1,. .. ,pn), pi_:: 0 one defines a symmetrical !llean (of the non-
negative ,·ariables x 1 , ... ,xn) by the formula 
(2.5) 
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[p](x) • (n!)-I I: x:o(I) 
0 
/o<nl 
n 
where the 11.111 runa over all permutations o € S • '111en one has MuirhPad's inequality 
n 
which atatea that [p](x) .!. [q}(x) for all non-negative values of the variables 
x 1• •••• xn iff Pia an average of q, ao that in case p and q are partitions of n 
thi1 happen• iff p > q. nte geometric mean - arithmetic mean inequality thus 
ariae1 frOll the 1pecialization relation (1, •.• ,1) > (n,0, .•• ,0). 
2.6. Completely reachable ayatema. Let Lm,n denote the apace of all pairs of 
real matrices (A,B) of sizes n • n and n x m respectively. To such a pair (A,B) 
~associates a control system given by the differential equations 
(2. 7) i • Ax + Bu, x € JR.n, u € Jif' 
where the u'a are the inputa or controls. 'lbe pair (A,B), or equivalently, the 
1ystaa {2.7), +•said to be completely reachable if the reachability matrix 
l(A,B) • (B!AB ! ... !A°B) conai1ting of the (n+l)(nxm)-block• AiB, i • 0, ..• , n 
baa maximal rank n. In 1yatem theoretic tet111a this ia equivalent to the property 
that for any two pointa x, x' €1Rn one can steer x(t) to x' in finite time atar-
tin& from x(O) • x by means of suitable control functions u(t). 
Let Lcr denote the apace of all completely reachable pairs of matrices (A,B). 
m,n 
'Ihe Lie-group 1 of all block lower diagonal matrices <i ~), S € GLn()R), T € GLm()R), 
X an• x n matrix, acts on Lcr by according to the formula 
m,n 
(2.8) 
-I 
'Ihe 'generatins tranaformationa' (A,B) >+(SAS ,SB) (base change in state space), 
~B) - (A,BT) (baae change in input apace) and (A,B),.... (A+BK,B) (state space 
feedback), occur naturally in de1ign problema (of control loops) in electrical 
engineering. It is nova theorem of Kalman [10) that the orbits of F acting on 
Lcr correspond bijectively with partitions of n. TI\e partition belonging to 
m,n n 
(A,B) € Lcr is found as follows. Let d. be the dimension of the subspace of JR 
~n i J 
spanned by the vectors A br' r • I, ••. , m, i ~ j where br is the r-th column of B. 
Let e. 'd. - d. 1, d • 0 then the partition corresponding to (A,B) is the dual J J J- -I 
partil-ton of (e ,e ,e2, ••• ,e ), i.e. K(A,B) • {e ,e 1, ••• ,e )*. 1lle numbers o I n o n 
K > ••• > K malting up K(A,B) are called the Kronecker indices of (A,B). (Because 
I - - 111 
the problem of classifying pairs (A,B) up to feedback equivalence, i.e. up to the 
action of F, i1 a subproblem of the problem of classifying pencils of matrices 
studied by Kronecker: to (A,B) one associates the pencil (A-sI!B)). 
Let 8 he t:..e :=hit of F acting on L er labelled by io:::. n-.en a second theorem, 
~ m,n 
noted by a fa~= =..:±~r of people independently of each other (Kalman, Hazewinkel, 
Byrnes, Martin, .•. , :.ut never yet published, states that 0ic: ::> 0K, - K > K 
In control thee~~::: cerms this theorem says something about degeneration of sys-
tems or &/Stem :a~>;re. 
2.9. Vector:..-:xiles over the Rieouin11 sphere. Let E be a holomorphic vectorbundle 
0ver the Riemann s;:here s2 • "1' 1 (G:). Then according to Gro.thendieck [4] E split& as a 
direct sum of li::.c bundles 
(2. 10) • 
where L(i) is the ·.~.ique (up to isomorphism) line bundle over JP 1 (a:) of degree 1 
i, L(i) • L(l )•~, i € 71., where L(I) is the canonical very maple line bundle of 
P 1 (It). Thus each ~.,lomorphic vectorbundle E over JP 1 (a:l definea an nr-tupla of 
integers K(E) (ir :ecreasing order), The bundle Eis called po1itive if Ki(E) > 0 
for all i • 1, ... ,~.Concerning these positive bundles there i1 now the following 
degeneration res:.;:: ,f Shatz [20]. Let Et be a holomorphic family of .-dimensional 
vectorbundles over P 1 [II:}. Then for all small enough t, K(Et) > K(E 0 ). Alld invaraaly 
if K > 1< 1 then fr.ue is a homorphic family Et such that K(Et) • K for t small t + 0 
and K(E 0 ) • K'. 
2.11. Orbits of nilpotent matrices. Let Nn be the apace of all n • n complex 
nilpotent matrice!. Consider SLn(:jt) or GLnt°lt) acting on Nn by similarity, Le. 
a.5 • SAS-I (A E: 1' 0 , 5 E: Gtn ea:)). By the Jordan normal form theorem the orbits of 
:hia action are iabelled by partitions of n. Let ll(K) be the orbit consisting of 
,11 nilpotent oat~i=es similar to the one consisting of the Jordan blocks J(ic:i), 
• I, ... , m whert J (.:i) is the Ki >< Ki matrix with I' a just above the diagonal 
d zero's ever;-,,:-.ere else. Then the Gerstenhaber - Hesselink. th"orem 1aye that. 
1<) ::> O(i<') iff ,. < K'. (Note the reversion of the order with respect to the result 
orbits described in 2.6 above.) 
2.12. A achec.atic overview of the various relations between all these manifest-
ons of the spe~:alization order can be found in section 5 below. 
3. ~;_..SSHA.'"'N MANlFOLDS AND CLASSIFYING VECTOR BUNDLES 
Before outlining how the various manifestations of the specialization order are 
1ected to each ~cher we need to defi.fle Grassmann manifolds, the classifying 
;orb•Jndle over :'iem and their Schubert cell decomposition (in section 4 below). 
3.1. GrHstra~c. manifolds. Fix two nwnbers m,n EN. Then the Grassmann manifold 
n+m . . n+m 111+1 ) consists .! all n-d1mens1onal subspaces oft • Thus for example G1(t ) 
•1e m dimensi"'"; complex projective space !m(t). Let ICnx(n+m) be the space of 
reg 
l'IW 
all complex nK(n+s) matricet of rank n. Let GLn(C) act on this space by multiplica-
tion ou the left. Then the quotient space tnx(n+m)/GL (t) is G (tn+m). The identifi-
• n n 
cation ia done by a11ociating to M € Cnx(n+m) the 1ub1pace of tn+m generated by the 
reg 
rows of M. 
Gn(tn+m) inherit• a natural holomorphic manifold structure from Cnx(n+111). For a 
detailed description of G (En+m) cf. e.g. [17]. 
n 
3.2. The claaaifying bundle. We define a hololllOrphic vector bundle (m over 
G (En+m) aa follova. For each x let the fibre over x, ( (x), be the quotient apace 
B+m1 . n+m t x. More precitely def~ne the bundle nn over ~(C ) by 
(~ 
with the obvious projection (x,v) x. Then ( is the quotient bundle of the 
+m n+m m 
trivial vector bundle Gn(Cn ) x C by nn· Both (m and nn can be used as universal 
or classifying bundles (cf. [17] for nn as a universal bundle). Let Ebe an m-dimen-
sional vector bundle over a complex analytic manifold n. Let f(E) • f(E,n) be the 
space of all holoeorphic sectiona of E, i.e. the space of all holomorphic maps 
s : Il ~ E tuch that P•& • id, where p : E ~ n i1 the bundle projection. The uni-
vertality, or cla1aifying, property of ~ in the setting of complex analytic mani-
folds now take1 the following form. Suppoae V c: r(E) is an (n+m)-dimensional sub-
space auch that for each x € n the vector1 a(x), a€ V span E(x), the fibre of E 
over x. Now identy V "" Cn+m and associate to x € n the point of G (En+111) represented 
n 
by Ker{V ~ E(x)). Thia give1 a holomorphic map +t : n ~ G (rn+m) such that the pull-
' n back of tm by maant of +g is isomorphic to E, wEtm.., E. It is universality proper-
ties such as thi1 one which account for the importance of the bundles tm and/or nn 
in differential and algebraic topology [17], algebraic geometry and also system and 
control theory (cf. [24] for the last mentioned). 
~he bundle tm has a number of obvious holomorphic sections, viz. the sections 
n+m defined by ci(x) • ei mod x where ei i» the i-th standard basis vector of C , 
i • l, ••• ,m. And, ae a matter of fact, it is not difficult to show that 
f(tm' Gn(En+m)) ia (n+m)-dimenaional and that the c 1, ••• ,cn from a basis for this 
space of holomorphic sectiona. 
4. SCHUBERT CELLS 
4.1. Schubert cella. Consider again the Grassmann manifold G (tm+n). Let 
n 
A• (A 1, ••• ,An) be a sequence of n-subspaces of En+ill such that 0; A1 c A2 c 
~ ' T0 each such sequence !_ we associate the closed subset 
1 4.2) 
. • .c: A 
; n 
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and call it the closed Schubert-cell of the sequence!· In particular if 
o < ; l < \ 2 < ••• < ·\ s n4'1ll i' a strictly increallling sequence of natural num.bers 
~ n+c; !hen we define !aetti!\g A"' 0 1, ... ,~n)} 
). ' 
SC(i.) • SC(~ ', .• ., 
are zero. 
Fi given by asspciating to a flag !_ its n-th element F n· The flag 
m.rmifold can be seen &s the .space of all cosets Bg, g E GLn+m(t) where B is the 
Bern l subgr0up of all lower triangular matrices in GLn+m (ii:). The mapping Gl.n+m (t) .,. 
F anocilltes to Ill matrix g the flag !_(g) l/l'hO$e 
spanned by the first in row vectors of g. 
i-th 11lement is th4!! i1ubspac01 
No~ view sn+m' the aymmetric group on n+m letters as a subgroup of rin+1R(t) 
:C.y letting it rennute the buis vecton (o(pi) u "o(i)). Then in Gl.n+m(~) "1e ha1ve 
the ~ocalled Bruh•t decomposition 
,, . )) (disjoint union) 
w~ere o runs through the Weyl group Sn+m of GL0 +m(fl:). An analogou!'; decomposition 
hc:ds in a considerable mor® gener.sil setting (reductive groupl!l, cf. [ 25], section 28). 
4.6. The Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand order. The closure of ill dotible coHt J8.cB 
ia necessarily ~union of other double cc11ets (by continuity). Thi.11 defines 1u1 order-
illl! on th.e \.leyl group Sn+m defined by 
• (4. 7) 
This ordering plays a. coruiiderable role in the study of coho!llOlogy 9f fh.g ~paces 
[ i] .~n'l also in the tneory of highest weight representations [27, 26]. 
Let H b:e the 
/S 
of the form l S l I 
\ 21 
Sn+m consisting of all block lower triangular matrices 
G0 (11:), s22 € Gm.(C), s21 and arbitrary m><ni:u.trix. Then, 
., 
uacng the remarks made in subsection 4.4 above, one aees that Gn(Cn+m.) ia the coset 
space {Hg I g E GLn<-m(I:)). Now let o € Sn+m and let ;1. 1 < ... < ;.. 0 be then natural 
numbers in increasing order determined by o(•\_} E {e 1, .. ., en}, i • J, .. .,n. 
Th.an one easily sees that the imaa e of B aJ3 und~r GL (C) ..,. G (itn+m) · th t 
.. n+m n , i.e. e se 
of all spaces spanned by matrices of the form hob, h EH, b E B is the open Schubert 
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cell of all elements in G (Cn+m) spanned by the rows of a matrix of the form 
n 
• 0 0 0 
• • • 0 
[: 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
co~c~ 
0 ••• 
where the last • in each row is nonzero. The c}osure of this open Schubert-cell 
ia the Schubert-cell SC(>.) defined in (4.3} above. 
~One easily checks that 
(4.8) SC(!J) c SC(>.) • µi s ).i' i • I, ... , n 
and this order on the Schubert cells SC(>.), or the equivalent ordening on n-
tuple1 of natural number1, ia therefore a quotient of the BGG order on the Weyl 
group Sn+m" It i1 the induced order on the set of coseta (Sn x Sm)o, o € Sn+m· 
(Obviously if T € SnxS11, then TO(e).i)€ {e 1, ... , en} if o(e)..) E {e 1, ••• , en}). 
(And inversely the Weyl order 11 determined by the asao~iated orders of 
Schubert cell• in the sense that o >Tin S0 iff for all k • I, ... , n-1 we have 
for the associated Schubert cells in ~{E0) that SC(o) c SC(1); this is a rather 
efficient way of calculating the Weyl order). 
5. INTERRELATIONS 
How that we have defined the concepts we need we can start to describe S()ll)e 
interrelations betveen the various manifestations of the specialization order we 
"' d-esed in section 2 above. 
"1"s.1. Overview of the various relations. A schematic overview of the various 
interconnections ia given by the following diagram. ln this diagram we have put 
~ together in boxes the manif estationa which are more or l~ ·.nown to be intimatedly 
related and have explicitly indicated the new relationa co be discussed in detail 
below. 
I 
> 
Snapper conjecture 
+ 
ale-Ryser theorem 
bly Stech. Matrice 
irhead'1 inequality 
I 
Gers tenhaber-
Hesselink. Theorem 
Kronecker indices of systems 
t B 
• 
Holomorphic vector bundles 
II 
• 
':Hr;ictly. Yei:: lhi® l!ti.U &~th~r link ~et'ii'lllen tb!ll r.:tl!l'.i:llii!r - Vi::::11ll!l 'l:h\11131':""11!! 
(Sf\ap)!'>e'f cm:ij ecture) aulld l:M C<11.utim.1-i.®l:>er - Resaelirut thl!JOrni. :llotb c&u ~ lUH!ll!l 
ctl!l.11.,qui£nc<l!s of i:h'1> &it&tl!l-tit t!uiU: t~r~ @ll!hU 111 111•i111t1u1.d4l!rd l-t&l:>l~ cf i:J11$ 
~ iff A < µ, cf. $@ction 7.6 bol1!W. 
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6. YOUBG'S llDLE AND THE SPECIALIZATION ORDH 
6.1. Youns diagrame and semi-standard tableau. Let ( ~ - IC• IC1•····1Cm) be a 
partition of n • .U uauel ve picture IC as a Young diagram; that is an array of 
a boxe1 arreuged in ll rov1 with 1Ci boxe1. in row i, a1 in the following ex.ample 
(6.2) IC • (4,3,3,2) 
Let A •<A 1,. • :,Aa) be another partition of n. ~in a semiatandard IC-tableau of 
rJfljlP• A i1 the Youna diagr11111 of IC with th.a boxes labelled by the integers 1, ••• , 8 
'•ucb that i occurs >.i ti:mea, i • I, .•. ,1 and 1uch that the labels are nondecreaaing 
in each row of the diagram and strictly increuing along each column. An example of 
a (5,3,2)-tableau of type (4,2,2,2) i1 
(6.3) I 
2 2 3 
3 4 
4 
We 1ball use n(1C,A) to denote the number of different aemiatandard K-tableau of 
type A. 
6.4. Young'• rule. Let (p] denote tha irreducible representation associated 
to the partition p. Than Young's rule (cf. [lo]) says that 
6.5. Theor-. Let te and A be partition• of n. Than the number of times that 
the irreducible representation (A] occurs in the permutation representation p(IC) , 
equal to the number of •-iatandard >.-tableaux of type IC. 
6.6. The apecialization order and s4llli.1tandard tableaux. The implication 
Alli..> A .. p(>.) i1 a direct e\Jllllllal\d of p(IC) follows ea1ily from this. first, however, 
~ate a lemma vhich ia atandard and seemingly unavoidable when dealing with the 
spaci..ali:satiou order. Its proof is euy. 
6.7. !::.!!!!!!.• Let A• (A 1, ... ,>.9 ) and IC• (K 1, ..• ,Km) be two partitions of n 
and suppose that >. > ic and (>. > ll > IC) .. (11 • A or ll • IC) for all partitions ll· 
Then there are an i and a j, i < j such that ICi • >.i+l, Ai< "i-I' Kj • Aj-1, 
>.j > :l.~/i • .:: 8 • A8 , s + i,j 
Pictorially the situation looks as follows 
i .. 
j .. 
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I. e. a box in row j which can be removed without upsetting #(row j) ,!. # (rCJV j+l) 
(which meana that we must have had ).. > l., 1) ia moved to a hiqher row 1 J J+ 
which is such that it can receive it without upsettina *(row i) ~#(row i-1) 
(which means that we must have had l.i < l.i-I), 
Of course not all tran•fol'lllltioos of the type described above reeult in • 
pair X,K auch that there ia DO ~ atrictly betv.en ). and K 
6.8. Lemma. Let A and IC be two partition• of n and suppose that there 
exist• a semistandard A-tableau of type IC. Then IC > A. 
Proof. In a semista!M!ard l.-tableau of type ic all labels i must occur 
in the first i rows (becauae the labels in the columns must be strictly ~ 
increa•ing). The number of labels j with j < i is 1C 1+ •• ,+IC. allcl the DUllber q,{ -·· 
- l. 
places available in the first i rows is l. 1+.,.+l.i' Hence l. 1+ •• ,+l.i !. ic 1+ •• ,+ici 
for all i so that A < ic. 
6.9. The implication (ic] occur• in p(l.)• IC < l.. Now suppose that [ic) 
occurs in p().). Then there i1 1eai1tandard ic-table~u of type l. by Youosa 
rule 10 that ic < A by le111111. 6.8. 
This implies of course that: (p(te) is a aubrapreaentation p(l)) • (!( < l.). 
Because there is obviously a aemistandard ic-tableau of type ~ (in fact precisely 
one). 
7 , Ml LPO'l'".:::IT MA.TUCJ.S AMI1' SYSTEMS 
A.a was reaarked in section 5 above the connectiOll A in ta diqr- aboTe 
essentially consists of an alllo1t identical proof of the two theor .... Ve start 
with a proof of the Ger1tenhaber-He11elinlt theor ... The first inaredient vtiich 
we shall 1110 need for the feedback orbit• theorea ia the following el ... ntary 
r .. ark on rank1 of 11atrice1. 
7. I. ~· Let A(t) be a fudly of utricea dependiq; polJncaially onfJ 
• coaplex or real par ... ter t. Suppose that rank A(t) ~ rank A(t ) for all t. 
• 0 
Then rank A(t) • rank A(t0) for all but finitely a&DJ t. This follov1 illaedia-
tely from the fact that a polynoaial in t has only finitely_llaD)' xeroe. 
7. 2. Lelllll&. Let A be a ni !potent n xn matrix &11.d let F be aucb tbat:' 
(7. 3) i i-1 F(Ker A) c Ker A • i • 1,2, ••• ,n 
Then tA + (1-t)F is aiailar to A fo~ all but finitely aa111 t. 
Proof. We 1hov fir1t that 
(7.4) 
for all t. Indeed frca (7.3) vith i•l va ... that F(ler A) • O aad it follow 
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that (t.A + (l-t)F)(Ker A) • 0 which proves (7.4) for i•l. 
Assume with induction that (7.4) holds for all i < s. Then 
{tA + (l-F)) 8 Kar A8 • (tA + (l-t)F) 8 - 1(tA + (1-t)F)Ker A1 
c: (tA + (l-t)F) 5 - 1Ker As-I • O 
becauae A Ker A8 c Ker As-I and F Ker A8 c Ker As-l by (7.3). This proves 
(7.4). Ueing 7.4 we know by (7.1) that for almost all t (take t 0 • l) 
(1.5) i i r~{tA + (1-t)F) • ranlt(A ) 
and because tA + (1-t)F) and A are both nilpotent it follows that tA and 
(l-t)F are similar for the all but finitely many t for which (7. 5) 
Now let A be a nilpotent matrix. We say that A is of type ~ 
if the Jordan normal for11 of ~ consists of m Jordan blocks of 
i • 1, ••• ,m. 1.,. A ia of type (4,2) if! its Jordan form ia 
0 I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
sizes 
holds. 
. (K I• ••• ,Km) 
I( i XJ( i > 
Conaider Ker A, Ker A2, ••• ,Ker An. Then A is of type K iff dim(Ker Ai) 
Kj + .•. + Ki• i • J, ••• ,n where K* is the dual partition of K. Thus in the 
i 
example the kernel spaces Ker A are spanned by the basis vectors (e 1,e 5), 
{el' 9 2' 8 5' 8 6}' {•1••2'8 3'8 5' 8 6}' {e!' 8 2' 8 3' 8 4' 8 5'e6}. 
7.6. Sezistandard tableaux and nilpotent matricea. Let A be a nilpotent 
matrix of type "· Let µ be another partition of n and suppoae that there is a 
µ*-tableau of type .::*. Then there is nilpotent 111&trix F such that 
F(Ker Ai) c Ker Ai-I for all i. This matrix F is conatructeJ as follows. First 
choose a basis e 1, .•. ,en of :Rn such that the first Kj + ••• +~!elements of 
this baasa form a basis for Ker Ai, i • l, •.• ,n. Now consider a semistandard 
JJ*-tabl~au T of type .:•. Take the Young-diagram of i.J* and label the bcxes of 
it by the basis vectors e 1, .•• ,en in such a way that the boxes llll!lrked wi eh l tn the 
semistandard tableau T are filled with t''•' basis vectors 
e • + • 1, ••• , e • + •· This can be done because T is of type ,• so Kl+ ••• K. I+ .:1•· •• K. 
that ther~-are precisely K' boies labelled i in T. Call this ne~ "•-tableau T'. 
l 
Now define F by F(ei) • e1 , if e1 , is just above ei in the ~•-tablea~ T' and 
F(ej) • 0 if ej occurs in the first row of T'. Then obviously 
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Fi i) ,, Ai-I dim Ker • \Ji + ••• + µi 10 that F i1 of type \I and F(Ker A c: ... er 
because the \J•-tableau T was semiatandard which implies that the labels are 
strictly increasing along colU111n1. 
An example may illustrate thing1. Let K• • (2,2,2}, \J• • (4,1,1), A 
µ•-tableau of type K* is then 
I I 2 3 
2 
3 
Inserting e1, .•. ,e6 in such a way that e 1,e2 are put into boxe1 marked with • 
I, e3,e4 in boxes marked with 2 and e5,e6 in boxes marked with 3 gives for 
example 
e I e2 e3 e5 
e4 
e6 
which yields an F defined by F(e6} • e4, F(e4) • e 1, F(e 1) • F(e2) • F(e3) • 
• F(e5) • O. 
7.7. Proof of the Gerstenhal:>er-Hesselink theorem (Cf. 2.11 above). 
The implication • is immediate. Indeed if At € O(K) converges 
i i to A0 E O(A) as.t ~ O then r~nk(At) ~ rallk.EA0) for 111&11 t and all i • l, ••• ,n. 
Hence dim(Ker A~ :s dim(Ker A~) for small t so that K I +., .+ ICi S X I + .. ,+ Xi 
for all i, hence K* > A* and K < X. To prove the opposite implication it 
suffices to show this in case that " is obtained from X by a transformation 
of the type described in le11111& 6.7. (Because if O{i0' ::> O(X) and O'O:) ::> O(µ), 
then O(te) ::> O(X), and hence O(ic) :::> 0{µ)). Then X* is obtained from K* by a 
similar transformation. Ye recall the oicture 
Now put I's in the first row of te•, 2' s in the second row, etc. Transport t;'le 
box • together with its label. The result is obviously a semistandard x•-
tableau of type K*. llow let A be a nilpotent matrix of type "· Then by the 
construction of 7.6 above there is an• of type A such that F Ker Ai c: Ker Ai-I 
Then tA + (1-t)F is similar to A for almost all t by lemma 7.2 so that there 
is a sequence of A's in O(K) converging to FE O(X), proving that O(X) c:O'f.('), 
which finishes the proof of the theorem. 
Incidentally it is quite easy to describe F directly without ressorting 
to semistandard tableaux. 
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7.10. Kronecker indicea of syste!llll. Let (A B) E Lcr b~ a ~ompletely 
- " m n 
reachable pair of matrices. Recall that this means that the m.at~ix 
R(A,B) • (B i AB ! A~) haa rank n. Recall that the Kronecker indices 
K(A,B) of the pair (A,B) are defined as follows. Let for i • 1, ... ,n' 
(7. I I) Vi(A,B) •space spanned by the column vectors of AjB, j • 0,1, ..• ,i-I 
Let di• dim Vi(A,B). ei •di - di-l' d0 • O. !hen ei s ei-l' i • 1, ... ,n-1, 
and K(A,B) is defined as the dual partition of n 
~2) K(A,B) • e(A,B)* 
where e(A,B) • (e 1, ••• ,en). 
The orbits of the feedback group (cf. 2.6 above) acting on Lcr are 
m,n 
precisely the aubsete of Lcr with constant K(A,B). Let 
m,n 
!he "degeneration of syatema theorem" now says 
7.13. Theorem. U(K) ~ U(A) .. K > A 
U(K) be this orbit. 
Hare follows a proof which is virtually identical with the proof of 
the Gerstenhabar-Hesselink theorem given above. Fi:st if (At,Bt) ~ (A0 ,B0) as 
t-+ 0,. (At,Bt) € U(K). (Ao.so) E U(A). then rank(A~-IBt ; •.. : AtBt: BJ" 
rank(A~- 1 B0 ; ••• :A0s0:s0) for small t. Hence dim Vi(At,Bt) z dim Vi(A0,B0) for 
small t. Hence e(At,Bt) < e(A0 ,s0) for small t and K(At,Bt) > x(A0 ,B0) for 
small t which proves the implication ... 
Io prove the inverse implication it suffices to prove this in the case 
A ia obtained from K by a tranaformation as described in leuma 6.7 (exactly as 
~the casa of the Geratenhaber-Hesselink theorem). This means that K* is 
ootained from A*by a similar transformation: 
I 
~ 
Now let (A,B) € U(K). Choose a basis e 1, .•• ,en for Rn such chat the first 
Kj + ••• + Ki elements of e 1, ... ,e 0 , form a basis for Vi(A,B), i • l, ... ,n. 
Now write in the e 1, ••• ,en in K* lJl. thP standard way and trans;x;~t R 
backwards together with its label. E.g. if A*• (4,3,2,2,1) and···*= (4,4,2,1,l 
then this would give 
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el e2 e3 e4 el e2 83 e4 
es e6 e7 es e6 e7 ea 
e9 elO e9 elO 
ell 88 ell 
e12 e12 
Then the vectors in the first i rows of ic• are a basis for Vi(A,B). Now define 
a pair (F,G) in terms of A• as follows. G consists of the vector1 in the first 
row of x• (plus a zero vector in case icT > Aj), and Fis defined by F(ei) • ei' 
if ei' occurs just below ei in A* and F(ei) • 0 otherwise. Then (F,G) has~ 
following properties (all i11111ediate) ' 
(i) 
(ii) 
(F,G) E U(X) c:: Lcr 
m,n 
(iii) FVi(A,B) c:: Vi+l(A,B) 
# 
(Of course (ii) follows from (iii) together with V1(F,G) c:V1(A,B)). tiov con-
sider At• tA + (1-t)F, Bt • tB + (1-t)G. Then 
(7. 14) 
(7. 15) 
Vi(At,Bt) c Vi(A,B) 
Vi(At,Bt) • Vi(A,B) 
for all t 
for all but finitely aany t 
Indeed obviously v1(At,Bt) c: V1(A,B) because of (ii) above for i •I. How 
assume that (7.14) holds for all i < r. Then 
Vr(J.t'Bt). (tA + (1-t)F)Vr-l(At,Bt) + vr-l(At,Bt) 
c tAVr-l(A,B) + (1-t)FVr-l(A,B) + Vr-I (A,B) 
c Vr(A,B) + Vr(A,B) + vr-l(A,B) • Vr(A,B) 
This proves (7.14) and (7.15) follows by mearu1 of lellllllA 7.1 (with t 0 • I) 
because 
Now (At,Bt) ... (F,G) € U(A) as t ... 0 and by (7.15) (and the theorem that the 
orbits under the feedback group are classified by the Kronecker indfce1) all 
but finitely many of the (At,Bt) are feedback equivalent to (A,B). Thus 
U(A) ~ (F,G) E U(K) proving the theo11em. 
7.16. ~·The two proofs are very similar (up to duality in a 
certain sense). This can be given more precise form as follows. For a nilpotent 
matrix NE Nn let !(N) • {(A,B) E L~:n ! NiAi-IB • 0, i • l, ••• ,n} and for 
Hill 
£~•)) € L~:D let !(A,B) •{NE Nn NiAi-IB-0, i • 1, •.• ,n}. Then using the 
,i1111ult11 above one ehovs that 
! .! <<IT.0) • Ol<l, .! .!. (U{;)) • U[,() 
~o that ! and .!. set up a bijective correapondence between the closures of orbits 
in the two caae1 and hence induce a bijective order preserving corresnnndence 
petveen the orbits thlllllilelves. 
8. VECTO!UIUNDLES AND SYSTEMS 
~ This uecticm contai12.11 a modified version of the construction of Martin-
~ [15] a11ociating a vector bundle E(~) over the Riemann sphere P 1(t) to 
every E Q (A,i) E Lcr • This version makes it almost trivial to see that E(I) 
m,n 
9plit11 ass direct SUll\ of line bundles L(Ki)' i ~ 1, .•. ,m where K ~ (K 1, ••. ,KB) 
is the set of Kronecker indices of I. 
The firat thing needed is some more infoT'llMltion on the universal bundle (m· 
8.1. On the universal bundle~ ~ G (t0 +!il). Let V be a complex n+m dimensio-
m n · 
lll!-l vectorsp&ce and v• • B~(V,t) its dual vectorspace. Given x E Gn(Cn+m) define 
x* • {v* E V'I' I <v*,v> ~ 0 for all v € xl where <, > denotes the usual pairing 
v~~v + r. Then z4 ia m-di~WJional and x.-. x• defines a holomorphic isomorphism 
(8. 2) 
Now v € V/x defines a unique homomorphism vT x* + E aa follows:vT(a) • <a,~> 
for all a E lit*, where ~ E V is any reprasentant of v. This is well defined 
becaus® <a, b> .. O for all b E: x if a E x*. TI1h defines an isomorphism between 
the pullback (d-l}!tn and the dual of the subbundle ~ of Gm(V*) defined by 
• lt follows tiult ~ is a eubbundle of an n+!!I diaen.~iomil trivial bundle 
G (In+.) n ~~. iktc~use C (~n+im) is projective (COllllpect) ell holOli!IVrph~c W11p1 
n n+tll n Gn(C ) + E !U"® co!:Ultant so that th@ space of bcl011Wrphic iections 
r(G (Cn1') " 11!11:1""1! • c (t12+.)) is of di1MUio:ia n+m. A.® <!I subbuoole of a 
n n 
trivia{ (n+!!i)-di:memicnu!l bundle t. can thenfor<I! have at llll0;11t (n .. m) linearly 
independent holC1110rphic sections. !ut we have already found {n+ill) liueacly inde-
pend@ut •ectioQJll viz. th~ t 1, ••• ,tn"'lll defined by \(:) a ei aod x where ei is th 
i-th at<mdsrd ba31is vector of ~n+e. Therefore 
(8. 3) 
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G (tn~ defined by x,... Ax. Then of courae there ia an induced. ia-phi .. 
• A-I : tn+m/IJ. + C11.,,/x which for varyina :x induces an ia0!90rphi-
(8.4) 
8.S. The line buodlH L(i) !!!!!.P1(C), The liaann 1phere P 1(C) • 12 can 
be obtained by gluing together two copie1 of C alon& tha open 1ull1et1 C ' {0} 
by the i1omorphi1a 
C'- {O} + £'- {0} 1 1,... t•1-l 
A line bundle over P 1(C) i1 then obtained by &iving a holOllOrpbic i1oaorpbis~ 
I: '- {0} " I: + t' {O} >< C line•r in the Hconcl. variable compatible vith the,.:,' 
above is01DOrphism. Obviously the only po11ibilities are (s,v) .... (1- 1, 1iv) for 
i € z. Thi• givea ua the followin1 c0111Utative diaar .. of ideru:ificationa 
t><t :::i C-.{O}><C c-..{O}><C c:: txc 
··( \ ; -1 i I !)., l (1.v .,... (1 ,1 v) -1 
...... •t ' 
t :::i C--{O} NO} c: c 
The corresponding hol011Drphic line )Nodle ia 4-noted L(-i). ~section of L(-i) 
co111i1ts of.two holomorphic .. ppinga 1 11 1 2 ,of the fora ..... (1 1 f(1)) 1 tt+ (t,&(t)) 
such that 1lf(1) • 1(1-1). It readily followe that f(1) must be a pol)'llOllial of 
degree s -i. Thua 
(8.6) 
(8. 7) 
diar(L(i)) • 0 if i < 0 
diar(L(i)) • i+I if i ~ 0 
8.8. The (llOdifiad) M&rtin-lleraann vectorbuadle of a 111tem. Let I • (A,,. 
be a pair of real or complex aatrice1 of •ize1 nxn and. n><a: Then (A,I) i1 CD9'" 
pletely reachable (er) iff the n•(n+a) aatrix (11 - A I B) ia of ranlr. n for all 
complex values of s. So if I • (A,B) ia er O'De can define a holOllOrphic map •t by 
(8.9) 
where llow(M) for an n '(a+n) .. trix H ch:notea the aubapace of ci+- ceneratecl by 
the rowa of K. lbe nctorbundle E(I) over :1' 1 (I) ia uow defined by 
• (8.10) E(I) • ~ta 
8.11. Proposition. E(t) depend• oaly on the feedback orbit of I. 
Indeed one euily c:Mcka that J: • (.A,I) • J:' • (A.' ,I') € L er are feedback 
a,o 
• 
\, ~ 
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t.- E(t) is obviously continuous. Thus the result U(K) :::> U(A) .. K ~ ~ can be 
deduced from Shatz's theorem (cf. 2.9). Inversely Shatz'• theorem for positive 
bundles over p 1(t) can be deduced from the result on feedback orbits because 
every positive bundle arises as an E(t}. By tensoring vith a suitable L(r}, r 
high enough, the result is then extetlded to arbitrary bundles over P 1(t). 
9. VECTOR BUNDLES, SYSTEMS AND SCHUBERT CELLS 
9.1. Partitions and Schubert-cells. Let K be a partition of n. To " we 
associate the following increasing sequence of n numbers T(K). 
(9.Zh!K) • (2,J, ••• ,icl+l,tel+J, ••• ,KJ+K2+2, ••• ,Kl+ ••• +Klll'"")+m+l, ••• ,Kl+ ••• +¥:m+/I~ -
________. 
"J "2 Km 
Let 1 .(i<:), j • 1, ••• ,n be the j-th element of this sequence. It is an easy 
J 
exercise to check that 
(9. 3) 
Thus the specialization order is a suborder of the inclusion ordening between 
closed Schubert cells, because SC(t) :::> SC(T 1 ) .. Ti~ Ti• i • 1, ••. ,n. And in 
turn as we saw above in section 4 the Schubert-cell order ia a quotient of the 
BGG order on the Weyl group Sn+m.· 
9.4. Systems and Schubert cells. Let (A,B) € Lcr be a aystea and aa in 
m,n 1 
section 8.8 consider the associated holom.orph\c morphisn +t : P (t) + Cn(tn+m). 
Suppon that (A,B) are in Bruno' ,ky canonial form. Then simple inapection of the 
matrix (sT-A!B) (cf. the example below propo1ition 8.11) ahows that 
Ila +g c: SC(t(K)), wh~re" • 1<(A,B). Now let (A,B) be any 1y1t .. in Lcr , Then it 
a,n 
i1 feedback equivalent to a Brunovsky canonical one 10 that 
(sT-A!B) • P(sT-A0!B0)Q for certain constant invertible matricea P,Q where 
(A0 ,B0) is a canonical pair. Premultiplication with P does not change +t and 
poatmultiplication with Q induces an autamorphi1m of G (El\+il) which take1 the 
n 
"standard basis" Schubert-cell SC(i:(K)) into another Schubert-cell of the •-
dimension type. Thu1 we have shown. 
er I n+a 9.S. Theorem. Let t € Lm,n' ic: • 1<(t) and let ~t : P (E) -. Gn(E ) be the 
• 
Martin-Hermann morphism of I· Then there i1 a Schubert-cell SC(_!),!• (A1, ••• ,An) 
such that Im "'i: c SC(~) ard dim Ai• ii(ic:), where Ti(K) is defined by (9.2). 
The converse is also true but considerably more difficult to prove, cf.[8]: 
9.6. Theorem. With the notations Gf theorem 9.5 let the Schubert-cell SC(B), 
. n+m -
B • (B 1, ••• ,Bn),1n Gn(t ) be such th&t Im +4 c: SC(,!). Then dim Bi~ ti(K). 
9.7. Vectorbundles and Schubert cells. Because every positive vectorbundle 
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over P 1(t) arises as the bundle E(!) of some sy1tem tone has the obvious ana-
logues of theorems 9.5 and 9.6 for positive bundles over P 1(t). Here the morphism 
ijii: must of course be replaced by the classifying morphism (cf. section 3. 2 above) 
of a positive vector bundle E, and n+m and m are determined respectively as 
dim r(!:, 1' 1 (t)) and dim E. 
10. A FAMILY OF REPRESENTATIONS OF S PARAMETRIZED BY G (tn+m) 
n+m n 
10.1. Construction of the family. Let M be the regular representation of 5-· That is H has a basis e , o € S and T t S acts by r(e ) • e . Now 
a n+m + n+m o 10 
ider the universal bundle ' over G (tn m) and the (n+m) holomorphic sections 
m n n+m 
t 1, ••• tn.+m. defined by ti(x) · ei mod x € E /x. Take the (m+n)-fold tensor pro-
. ( n+m) duct of tm and define a faaily of holDOIDOrphisms parametrized by Gn t by 
(10.2) 
(More preciaely (10.2) defines a homanorphism of vectorbundles 
G (En+a) x M + te(n+m)). 
n m fl(n+m) . 
The group Sn+m acts on t.(x) by permuting the factors and it is a 
simple exercise to see that wx is eq~ivarian.twith respect to this action, i.e. 
that wx(-rv) • TffjV) for all v € M, 1 E Sn+111 (Here the product TC € Sn+m is inter-
preted a1 firet the automorphism a of {1, .•• ,n+m} and then the automorphism t). 
Thus Im 'x • •(x} is a representation of Sn+m for all x giving us a family 
of repreaentationa parametrized by Gn(t0 +11). Fixing a point x0 € G0 (tn+m) 
and choosing m independent aectiona of tm in a neighbourhood U of x0 , this give~ 
~amilie1 of homomorphi1i:u of representations 
w' 
(10.3) M -.!._(tm)e(n+m), x € U c G (tn+m) 
n 
such that Im ·~"" w(x) for x E U. 
10.4. Permutation repreeentations and Schubert-cells (On connection D). 
Let x E G0(t0~ be a subspace of tn+a spanned by the ro o of a matrix of the 
form (Ill"'&• n-5) 
,, 
• • 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 
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where all the •'s are nonzero. Then obviously the representation 11(x) of s8 is 
is01110rphic to o(i~ with i • (4,3,1). Note that x is in the standard Schubert-
cell SC(r(K)), with K • (3,2,0). This holds in general and it is not difficult 
to extend thia to 
10.5. Proposition. Let K be an m-part partition of n, i • (K 1•l, ••• ,Km+l). 
Then for al111Cst all x E SC(r(K)), the representation w(x) of Sn+m contains the 
representation o(K) and for &OllH! x E SC(r(K)) w(x) ""p(i). 
Conjecturally the reverse holds also. That is if for a1I110st all x in a 
standard Schulbert-cell SC(A) we have that 11(x) containa p(i) then Ai ~ ri(K), 
i • I, ••• ,n. And I am even inclined to believe that if x E SC(),) and 11 (x) con- A 
tains (or is equal to) p(i) then Ai~ ri(K). ,'1111 
Note also that the matrices (10.5) are precisely the type of matrices 
(sI-AiB) for a system t • (A,B) in feedback canonical form (a~ 0, •), suggesting 
that there is a natural representation of Sn+m attached to I awaiting interpre-
tation. 
11 • DEFORMATIONS OF REPRESENTATION HOMOMORPHISMS AND 
SUBREPRESENTATIONS 
I I.I. On proving Snapper-type results. Suppose we have given a continuous 
family of homomorphisms of finite dimensional representations over C of a finite 
group C 
( 11. 2) " : M + V t 
Suppose that Im nt ~ p for t ~ 0 (and small) and Im "o ,.. Po· Then the repre-
sentation Po is a direct •1J1111D&nd of p. Thia is seen as follows. Because the 
category of finite dimensional representations of C ia aemisimple there is a 
homomorphism of representations •o : Im "o + M •uch that "o • +0 • id. Then 
t 0 ~O : Im "o + Im nt is •till injective for small t (by the continuity of 
t) which gives us Po as a aubrepresentation and hence a direct •ummand of p. 
It is almost equally easy to construct a aurjective h0momorphism 
m "t •Im n0 (which is more or leas what we shall do below in 11.3 in (a 
ketch of) a proof of the Liebler-Vitale theorem that .:: < ;i., .. p(K) is ; direr.t 
'1!lllland of o(>.)). 
• 
11.2. The inverse result. Inversely if p0 is a subrepresentation of p then 
:here is a family of representatiotlil °tl 1.2) such that Im wt"" p for t ~ O and 
Im "o ~Po• and if o is generated (as a t[C]-modulelby one element one can take 
for Min (11.2) the regular representation. Indeed if p is a subrepresentation 0 
of P then~• o0 t Pi· Let" : M • p • o0 t p1 be a surjective map of represen-
tations Let n 0,n 1 be the two COlilpOnenta of w. Let I • {s0 ,s 1) be a section of 
~. Then n0s0 • id, n1s 1 • id, •osl • O, w1a0 • 0 and it followa that 11(t) 
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consisting of the components TrO and tTr 1 is mtill surjective. Hence Im n(t) • p 
and lm 'II (O) .. Po· 
I l.3. On a proof of the Liebler-Viaale theorem. It ia quite conceivable 
that the grand fll!Dily constructed in section 10 above contains all subfamilies 
needed to prove the Liebler-Vitale theorem by meanm of the deformation argument 
of section II.I above. So far, hO'ii'ever, we have not found them. A soroe~hat more 
complicated argl!ll!lent ilDl!llediately suggested by the structure of the family of 
representations constructed in section 10 above does give a proof. It is perhaps 
best illustrated by means of an example. 
Consider an x E: 5 .. 
-
G3 (t ) spanned by the rows of a matrix of the form 
['. 
-I 0 0 
:J -I 0 0 0 -I 
Let f f b h . f h d d b . . 5; 1, .•• , 5 et e imag~s o t e stan ar asis vectors e 1, ... ,e5 in t x. 
Then £ 1 • f 2, £ 2 ,. f 3 , f 4 • zf 1 + tf 5 so that t 1 and f 5 are a basis fort 5/x for 
all values of z: and t. Let (I)€ s5 be the identity representation. The image of 
e( 1) E Min (lt5/x)Q5 is by the definition ( 10.2) equal to 
(fl.4) fl 9 f2 Q f3 8 f4 8 f5 zfllll5 + tflll55 
where f 11115 is short for f 1 9 t 1 9 f 1 9 f 1 9 t 5 and similarly for other 5-
tuples of indices. Symmetrizing the element (ll.4) with respect to the permu-
tation (45) gives us 
(I I. 5) 
Let v 1 be the subrepresentation of Im u (generated by the element (11.5). 
x 5 85 (The representation Im ~x is the subrepresentation of (C /x) generated by 
~1.4)), NO\ol (l 1.5) ia invariant under the Young subgroup s3xs 2. Hence 
dim v1 s 5!/3!2!. On the other hand if ~ 0 then setting z • 0 in (I 1.5) 
(which corresponds to the surjective map mentioned just above l I .2 associatec 
to a family of representatiorui) obviously mape v 1 onto the v~ctor space with< 
basis all aytsbols f with three of the indices equal to I and 2 equal to 
This is p(3,2) of dimension 5!/3:2! so that v1 ""p(3,2' if t ~ O. Now for z >? 
aet t •pQ in (11.4) to obtain a homomorphism of representations 
> 
Im ~x - p(4,I) 
It is now not hard to prove that (cf. (7] for a detailed proof) 
11.6. Proposition. The composed homoltlOrphism of representations 
p(3,2) ""v 1 c: Im wx ~ p(4,l) is surjective 
Thie then proves that p(4,l) ia a di•·ect au!llll14nd of oC3,2). The orgumen 
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generalizes without difficulty for partitions K > A such that A is obtained 
frO!ll K by a transformation of the type described in 6.7 above. 
This is by no means the easiest vay to prove the Liebler-Vitale theorem. 
It is perfectly easy to describe the 110rphi1a p(K} ~ p(X} directly and then 
the general analogue of proposition 11.6 yields the Liebler-Vitale result. Thi• 
proof use• no representation theory at all (except the definition of the per-
mutation representations p(K)}; cf. [7] for details. 
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